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Company Background
TubeMogul is an online video analytics and advertising platform that processes billions of video streams
every month from the Internet’s top publisher sites, video sharing sites, video platforms and social
networks. Over 175,000 users rely on TubeMogul’s distribution and analytics. Hundreds of marketing
agencies and brand advertisers are among the company’s clients.

TubeMogul is proud to introduce PlayTime, the first 100% transparent advertising platform:

TubeMogul PlayTime is a video ad platform that features videos as standalone content within social
media, such as Facebook games and apps, and on comScore 500 publisher sites. Using its patent-
pending Mass Audience Segmentation Technology (MAST), TubeMogul places videos to maximize play
time and guarantee viewership objectives with target audiences. Advertisers are only charged when a
video is watched. The PlayTime network is 100% transparent, allowing advertisers to compare
viewership, audience and engagement metrics across every placement in real-time.



Methodology
Data for this report comes from TubeMogul's InPlay analytics platform, which tracks detailed data on the
Internet's top publisher sites, video sharing sites, video platforms and social networks, spanning billions of
monthly streams. Less commonly, viral data is harvested using APIs or crawlers.

More specific methodology is outlined in context. Additional data was provided by Brightcove (the leading
online video platform) and DynamicLogic (a research company with expertise in measuring advertising
and marketing effectiveness).

Why Video?
Viewers Watching More, Longer

First off, why video? The obvious answer is that's increasingly where the eyeballs are, but that only
begins to tell the story: according to joint research with Brightcove, the leading online video platform,
media companies (top magazines, newspapers, broadcasters and music labels) are not only growing in
the number of viewers, but people are watching longer than they have in the past and more videos in a
given session.

Specifically, in the first quarter of 2010, viewers watched an average of 5:55 minutes of video in each
session, growing by an average of 9.46 percent per month over the past six months. The number of
videos watched per viewer in a given session averaged 2.82, growing at a pace of 0.34 percent per
month in the same time period.

In the same research, Brightcove asked its clients precisely: "Why are you using video on your site?" The
results are below (surprisingly, increasing advertising inventory ranked fourth):

http://www.tubemogul.com/about/signup.php
http://www.tubemogul.com/about/signup.php


Increasingly Effective Advertising Medium

To advertisers, video presents an advertising format that is superior in effectiveness to other mediums.
According Dynamic Logic, video advertising -- both display and pre-roll -- leads to purchase intent for
1.4% of all viewers that saw an ad, a number that's grown for three consecutive quarters and is more
effective than other mediums.



Although scalability compared to television is an ongoing issue, consider: views for movie trailers total
4,294,967,295 views on YouTube alone (equivalent to 45.02 Super Bowls).

Advertising
Going "Viral" Rare; Paid Media Increasingly Common



Fewer than one percent of videos ever break one million views, according to our research, which took a
sample of 2,508,420 random YouTube videos to compare all-time views.

Even getting featured on YouTube's homepage yields fewer views than it used to, despite their meteoric
growth (or perhaps because of it). Videos in the "Featured" or "Spotlight" spots on YouTube's homepage
average 86,100.19 views per day featured. That represents a 28.17% reduction compared to the same
statistic two years ago (June of 2008), when videos featured averaged 119,864.58 views per day.

The result is the necessity of paid media, even in purely viral video campaigns.

Where Should I Buy Media?
Pre-Roll Advertising Works In Some Places, Not Others

With pre-rolls, we set out with a simple question: how often do video viewers click away from pre-roll
video advertisements before a video's content starts playing?

For a 48-hour period, we tracked the number of viewers that clicked away from a video during 10-30
second pre-roll ads for a sample of 7,870,263 video streams. The sample includes both on-site and off-
site data for top television broadcasters, magazines, newspapers and video-sharing sites. Only short-form
videos (i.e. 3-10 minutes) were included in the sample; full-length TV episodes were excluded. The ads
were served by a range of top ad networks, including AdTech (US), BBE, Google and Tremor Media.

The results:



In short, pre-rolls appear to work great with premium content (i.e. TV clips), but drop off significantly
elsewhere.

As audiences continue to grow for professionally-produced video content, how traditional "CPMs" are
counted will increasingly matter to an advertiser's bottom line. If an "impression" or "view" is logged at the
beginning of the pre-roll, for instance, then it's possible that advertisers are paying for almost half of
viewers that never actually saw an ad.

Whither YouTube's Homepage

What's the cost-per-view on YouTube's homepage? That depends. To measure effectiveness, we tracked
the views that 10 brands received from click-to-play video ads on YouTube's homepage (this ad unit) the
day they ran. Views vary widely by brand. YouTube doesn't publicly disclose pricing, but since they are
typically charging on an impression basis this leads to a wildly divergent cost-per view to brands. A
potential explanation: YouTube reaches a more narrowly young demographic than most sites -- 58.32%
of YouTube viewers are between 15 and 24 years old, according to our research (included in this report),
leading to sharply different viewing-patterns depending on the creative.

http://www.youtube.com/t/ads_std_yva_clicktoplay


Display Video Ads More Effective On Sites That Feature Video

Courtesy of Dynamic Logic (the sample includes hundreds of video campaigns run in the past three
years):

Intuitively, sites that feature video (i.e. a magazine's site with integrated video) tend to outperform
publisher sites that do not have video as part of their content mix.

Creative: Custom or Repurposed TV?

A longstanding question we hear from agencies is "should I repurpose my 15 and 30-second television
ads or make custom creative for the Web or both?" Courtesy of Dynamic Logic, which took a sample of
hundreds of display video ad campaigns spanning millions of views, we have a clear answer to the



tradeoffs involved.

There is no one superior production format, it turns out; repurposed TV spots typically result in higher
impact on awareness metrics, while made-for-web video content more ably persuades its viewers.

In particular, targeted consumer segments, Women, and Ages 18-34 exhibit particularly positively
impacted Purchase Intent when exposed to custom video content.

At the highest level, repurposed TV generally has a slightly higher completion rate. More importantly,
however, more viewers are lost due to exiting repurposed ads than from made-for-web content, likely



because they are less engaged and do not find it as valuable.

Sites that typically contain video content (Entertainment, Movies/Video/TV, News & Info) have the
potential to be leveraged as even stronger branding tools when customized video is produced for their
online audiences.

Optimal Video Ad Length

When length is factored in, medium length (1:00 – 1:30) video ads outperform both longer and shorter
videos in terms of completion rates, regardless of production format, length or industry category. This
sample includes 100 major brand video ad campaigns, spanning 19,759,430 streams.



In short, when making content custom for the Web, one minute to 1:30 is the sweet spot in terms of
length -- longer or shorter loses viewers faster.

Content Viewership Trends

Online Video's Short Shelf Life (Updated)

In June of 2008, we released research looking at a typical video's lifecycle, breaking out views by number
of days passed since a video was uploaded (i.e. one day old, two...90). We updated these numbers, and
it turns out that videos peak far earlier than they did two years ago. Back in 2008, for instance, it took two
weeks for a video to get half of its 90-day view total, whereas today it only takes six days. Similarly, a
video in 2008 took 44 days to hit 75% of its total views, and today it only takes 20 days.

As before, hundreds of media companies (i.e. CBS), news outlets (i.e. AP) and YouTube stars (i.e.
sxephil) were included in the sample, which spans video sites and platforms.

The results:



Rebuffering Nightmares

Another question we are often asked is: "what's the best video player for my branded microsite?" Short
answer: Brigthcove, which has the fewest video delivery errors and longest engagement rates of any
player in our network.

While this seems like a minor technical issue, the stakes are high. Why? When viewers encounter a
rebuffer (or the spinning wheel denoting that a video is loading), they click away 81.19% of the time rather
than wait for content to load.

How we got there: for a 14-day period, we recorded a sample of 192,268,561 streams from six top video
sites and platforms, tracking detailed data on video delivery quality. The data hailed from the following top
content delivery networks: Akamai, Edgecast and Limelight. The sample was primarily short-form content
(i.e. 2-10 minutes), although long-form TV content was included.

In detail:
• Rebuffers are commonplace, occurring in 6.84% of all streams.
• When encountering a rebuffer, viewers click away 81.19% of the time rather than wait for the

video to re-load.
• Delays in start-time (the amount of time that passes between someone clicking "play" and a

stream starting) were above one second for every network tested.



When you consider that one out of 25 streams experiences a rebuffer and most people click away when
that happens, it's probably fair to conclude that far fewer ads are getting clicked (or watched).

Who's Engaged?

Social Networks

Some methods of video discovery are more effective than others, it turns out. The sample includes data
from of 103,731,006 random streams from our partners over a three-month period (short-form content
only; TV episodes were excluded). Basically, we broke down average video time-watched by source,
comparing social networks and search.

Here are the results for media companies in particular from our joint quarterly research with Brightcove;



worth noting again is the longer viewing times from social networks.

Spanish Speakers

Since several top U.S. broadcasters we are tracking have separate destination sites in Spanish with
many of the same videos as their counterparts in English, we thought it might be interesting to compare
completion rates (how long people actually watch before clicking away). Taking a sample of 26,478,788
video streams of short TV clips, we discovered that Spanish-speaking viewers watch videos an average
of 5.77% longer, with 6.24% more viewers completing a video.

Video Discovery: Social Media vs. Search

In fact, the number of viewers finding video via links Twitter is outpacing both Facebook and the major



search engines. Aggregating video views across our partner sites, we looked at average monthly growth
in streams referred by each source in 2010.

Select Media Company Trends

Due to our partnership with leading video platform Brightcove, we are tracking billions of streams from top
media companies. The full research can be accessed here, but below are a few key trends.

Overall, 51.75 percent of all video streams in the media company sample were discovered via direct
traffic, meaning that viewers are directly navigating to videos once they are on a given publisher’s site.
Google is the largest external source of traffic, with 38.92 percent of all streams in the sample referred by
Google searches, followed by Yahoo! (5.58 percent of all streams), Bing (2.29 percent) and Facebook
(0.40 percent).

By category, broadcasters and Web media brands (i.e. Huffington Post) saw the most growth in terms of
video streams.

http://www.tubemogul.com/research/report/30


In the sample, online video content from broadcast networks attracts the greatest level of viewing-time,
averaging 2:53 minutes watched per stream. Broadcast networks are followed by music labels at 1:50
minutes and newspaper publishers with 1:41 minutes per stream. Magazine publishers registered the
lowest duration of video content viewed per stream at 1:22 minutes. Although much more time is spent
overall with broadcast and music video content, much of this is due to longer video length relative to other
categories. Holding time constant, newspapers and magazines are the best at getting viewers to watch
an entire video (below).



In a survey to its media clients, Brightcove asked how companies are monetizing video. The results:



YouTube: The Elephant in the Room

Composition

Ever wonder what types of videos are consistently the most popular on YouTube (and what percent are
carrying ads)? We tracked YouTube's top 100 daily most-viewed videos by content type for a 30-day time
period, comparing results to six months ago. Overall, YouTube is doing fairly well: although only 41.93%
of the most popular videos have ads, that number is growing by 0.83% per month and both pirated and
user-generated content are down. The results:

Pertinent to agencies, advertisements increased by 0.42% in their share of YouTube's top 100.

Here's the breakout by ad type (note: this doesn't include YouTube's homepage, which is arguably their
largest advertising outlet):

• 300x250 display ads: 93.57%
• Pre-Roll: 5.53%
• Overlay: 0.9%

Age, Gender and Geographic Breakdown

Taking a sample of 1,693,334 YouTube profiles, we estimated YouTube's age, geographic and gender
breakdown. This is self-reported (users enter this data when they sign up for YouTube), likely skewing the
sample somewhat toward people more likely to comment and be active, but is a good gauge overall and
jives with other data we've seen.

Worth noting is that a majority of viewers are between 18 and 30 years old. Also, a large number are
likely lying about their age by selecting the maximum age when they sign up (we are guessing these are



mostly minors, since YouTube does not allow anyone under 14 years old to sign up to upload or leave
comments, which would not explain phenoms like "Fred").

Using the same sample, we broke out gender:



Here are the top ten countries by percentage of overall users:
• United States: 59.56%
• Canada: 9.07%
• United Kingdom: 7.05%
• Australia: 2.68%
• Germany: 1.58%
• Netherlands: 1.58%
• Sweden: 1.03%
• Mexico: 0.91%
• Phillipines: 0.79%
• Norway: 0.62%

Questions? Feedback? Feel free to email us any time at comments@tubemogul.com. Report compiled by
david@tubemogul.com.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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